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The Backdrop

south Asia is one of the most dynamic regions in the world, with a population of 1.67 billion 
people and economic growth of 7.1 per cent over the last decade. however, poignantly, it is 
the least economically integrated region around the world with intra-regional trade (totaling us$ 
28 billion), accounting for less than 5% of the total external trade of south Asian economies. 
ironically, south Asian countries, on the whole, trade more with China than with each other. 
though historical political tensions, previous failures in regional cooperation, cross-border 
conflicts and security concerns hinder greater economic integration, poor connectivity is both 
cause-and-effect for the overarching regional skepticism and high trade costs. the regional 
skepticism, high trade costs and poor connectivity further make cross-country projects in 
the region very difficult (inhibiting long term investments), especially in an era when all big 
businesses are multinational or transnational entities. in consequence, the constant political 
volatility and absence of a secure, enabling cross-border business environment has dampened 
the corporate and business outlook on south Asia.

however, many analysts have noted that south Asian intra-regional trade has the potential to 
reach $100 billion in 5 years, if all trade barriers are systematically dismantled. Presently, 
though its intra-regional trade costs, on average, are 85% higher than those in east Asia. global 
value chains (GVCs) have redefined global trade and investment patterns. However, global 
outsourcing is sensitive to border trade barriers as within a given supply chain, inputs may 
need to cross multiple borders. to attract larger foreign direct investment (Fdi), south Asian 
economies need to integrate with the gvCs by removing all frictions that limit cross border 
trade and investments. 

Systematic and sincere efforts to significantly reduce trade costs will raise the incentive for 
increased flows of trade, capital and ideas across borders. As a result, increased logistics, 
information network and connectivity improvement will yield substantial benefits for all regional 
countries, through scale, network and agglomeration economies. Concurrently, reducing intra-
regional trade costs would also provide the poor access to trade opportunities, which will have 
a dramatic impact on reducing extreme poverty in the region. 

For a south Asian economic Miracle to truly happen, south Asian governments need to prioritize 
and lay down clear goals for regional economic cooperation, free of political underpinnings. 
in this regard, india by virtue of its size needs to take the leadership role in efforts towards 
greater economic integration. Currently 95% of india’s outbound Fdi goes to markets well 
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beyond south Asia. A case must be made for a larger part of the indian oFdi to be directed 
to the south Asian economies. instead of reliance on mineral exports and remittances, india 
and the region needs to focus on climbing up the value chain (be it in agriculture, industry 
or services) as the way forward for rapid growth and development. 

given the demographic dividends that favor south Asian countries, human capital is both a 
plentiful resource and consumer base for the gvCs. Also, south Asia’s geographic location, as 
an economic gateway between east Asia (hub of global manufacturing) and Central Asia (rich 
in natural resources and minerals), bears it natural advantages. Concomitantly, effective and 
efficient connectivity between the regional countries will induce South Asian governments to 
take an objective view of the issues that underpin regional bilateral and multilateral relations 
and push forth with economic development.

some positive efforts have been made towards regional economic integration through improving 
connectivity, but a lot more still needs to be done. the Motor vehicle Agreement (MvA) between 
sub-grouping of four south Asian Association for regional Cooperation (sAArC) nations- bangladesh, 
bhutan, india and nepal- (bbin) in mid-2015 paved the way for seamless movement of people 
and goods across borders in the region. Another draft MvA between the bay of bengal initiative 
for Multi-sectoral technical and economic Cooperation (biMsteC) countries - bangladesh, bhutan, 
India, Myanmar, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Thailand - was finalized for discussion in April 2018. 

it will now be discussed internally and then at the biMsteC meeting, which will be held in 
nepal later this year. however, in terms of regional trading agreements, both sAArC Preferential 
trading Arrangement (sAPtA) and biMsteC FtA have yet to show concrete positive results. For 
SAPTA, the sensitive list needs to be significantly reduced, while BIMSTEC FTA negotiations have 
to be expedited after having been stalled for more than a decade. 

Power shortage is endemic in many parts of south Asian region. erratic power supply has had 
a deleterious impact on industrial growth in south Asian economies. the power shortage is a 
stark contrast to the rich availability of energy resources in the region, especially renewables 
like hydropower and solar energy. broad based energy cooperation can be one of the key 
steps to deepen regional economic integration. existent bilateral cooperation endeavors could 
also be leveraged to build a regional power grid. other imperatives for building an enabling 
environment for cross-border business include liberal visa arrangements, seamless movement of 
goods by road and rail, electronic data exchange at all major ports, harmonization of standards 
pertaining to items of trade, and improved customs infrastructure. 

Further, focusing on expansion of trade in services such as education, healthcare and tourism, 
will not only increase total trade but also boost people-to-people contact that is critical to 
reducing the trust deficit between South Asian countries.
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Conference Proceedings

with an aim to integrate india’s connectivity dimensions within its immediate neighborhood, the 
vivekananda international Foundation (viF) in collaboration with Confederation of indian industry 
(Cii) hosted a conference on ‘Assessing india’s Connectivity with its neighborhood’ in new delhi 
on 3rd August 2018 with participation of industry, intelligentsia and policy makers. 

the conference encompassed distinctive facets involved in increasing connectivity across a few 
focus modes of transport with the neighboring diverse countries. 

Mr dharmendra Pradhan, hon’ble Minister of Petroleum & natural gas and skill development 
& entrepreneurship, government of india delivered the inaugural address at the session.

The seminar deliberated upon the means of transportation and energy security that defines the 
strength and sovereignty of the region overall. bay of bengal initiative for Multi sectoral technical 
economic Cooperation (biMsteC) – bangladesh, india, Myanmar, sri Lanka, thailand, bhutan, 
nepal countries’ economic growth are essential to the regional growth and development.

 Assessing india’s Connectivity with its neighborhood

india, world’s fastest-growing major economy, holds the opportunity to lead south Asia. Chabahar 
Port, north south Corridor, Ashgabat Agreement, government of india Line of Credit and loans 
are indian government focused initiatives in this direction. india’s liberalised approach in the 
protectionist world would bridge gaps with south and southeast Asia was the central thought 
emerging from the discussions at this session.

south Asia is a developing region that faces disrupted inter connectivity issues between the 
countries. Lack of skillset, technology, infrastructure, funding, uncertain return are the barriers 
that hampers and slows down the development of connectivity within this region. 

the hon’ble Minister Mr dharmendra Pradhan in his key note address spoke at length about 
various initiatives. he recalled his recent to vienna to attend an oPeC meeting where he shared 
his observations on the smooth cross-border connectivity at the german- Austria border which 
is in stark contrast to the existing air connectivity between india and Myanmar. 

He mentioned that given the fluid geopolitical landscape, India shares the conviction that 
better connectivity will bring greater prosperity to all countries in the region, in an equitable 
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and balanced manner. one of the key elements of india’s Foreign Policy in the last four years 
under hon’ble Prime Minister Modi has been ‘neighbourhood First’. 

regional integration through Connectivity across all modes--physical, utilities-based and 
digital--among our countries in the immediate neighbourhood is one of the top priorities of 
our government. it is imperative that we, together as a group, address the weak links and 
overcome challenges. 

in the course of the address, Mr Pradhan focused on the energy connectivity in the neighbourhood 
that is being promoted under the guidance of hon’ble Prime Minister of india. he emphasized 
that energy is fast emerging as a tool of non-traditional connectivity and efforts have been 
made by the Ministry of Petroleum and natural gas, to support this key objective by fostering 
bilateral cooperation in the oil and gas sector.

india is working with bangladesh in interconnecting gas grids and supplying hsd through pipelines. 
Currently, we are supplying hsd through rail rake from siliguri in india to Parbatipur in bangladesh 
and are in the process of constructing a 130-km long product pipeline for uninterrupted supply. 
Also, indian companies are working on connecting india’s gas grid with that of bangladesh and 
supply gas for power generation at Khulna Power Plant. this will be an exemplary display of 
regional cooperation. Additionally, efforts are underway by indian companies to build an Lng 
terminal in bangladesh. in view of providing energy access to the north-eastern part of india, 
there are plans to import LPg at bangladesh and transport through road/pipeline to the region 
while catering to the demand of bangladesh.

According to Mr Pradhan, with sri Lanka, india is jointly developing trincomalee oil storage 
tank farm and also working on setting up an LNG terminal and a 500 megawatt LNG-fired 
power plant near Colombo. Moreover, there is a proposal to develop Cgd and Cng market & 
infrastructure in sri Lanka. ioC Lanka, which is a subsidiary of ioCL, has 43.5% of the total 
market share and is, therefore, a major stakeholder in the oil industry of sri Lanka. in terms 
of india’s contribution to the clean energy sector in sri Lanka, india is working with sri Lanka 
on a proposal to set up a solar power plant at sampur, which would be of 50 megawatt.

with nepal, india presently supplies 100% of the petroleum product-requirement through trucks. 
however, a pipeline for supply of petroleum products is under construction, which will ensure 
uninterrupted supply. there are also discussions with nepal on an LPg and natural gas pipeline. 
he also shared that seeing the success of Pradhan Mantri ujjwala yojna (PMuy), nepal has 
expressed interest to implement a similar scheme to expand the coverage of LPg – which is 
indeed a matter of immense pride for india as a nation.

With Myanmar, the Numaligarh refinery in Assam is exploring commercial supplies of diesel and 
also exploring options to build diesel storage and distribution sector in Myanmar. ioCL is also 
working with Myanmar companies in setting up LPg storage facilities and PLL is working on 
setting up an Lng terminal there. the hydrocarbon vision 2030 for north east india envisages 
a natural gas pipeline from numaligarh towards sittwe (in Myanmar) in different phases. the 
gas Pipeline will open future possibilities of gas exchange and grid connectivity.
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he added that india supplies 100% of the petroleum products requirement of bhutan. Also, 
the bhutanese government is planning to extend 100% LPg coverage, which is envisaged to be 
supplied from the refineries in Assam.

india’s engagement with Mauritius is in the form of supplying 100% of its energy products. our 
countries are considering construction of a bunkering facility along with a jetty.

similarly, in its extended neighbourhood india is working with vietnam, uAe, oman in terms 
of presence of upstream companies to produce oil and gas.

turning his focus onto the region, Mr Pradhan mentioned that biMsteC (bay of bengal initiative 
for Multi-sectoral technical and economic Cooperation) region is abundant in energy resources 
such as hydropower, hydrocarbons, and renewables. since the region enjoys high insolation, it 
is appropriate that we consider the development of a common solar grid here. Looking at the 
way the nations in this region are geologically poised, we know that bangladesh and Myanmar 
have large gas reserves beyond their short and medium-term domestic requirements and can be 
explored as alternate sources of gas supply. similarly, nepal and bhutan have immense potential 
of hydropower, which currently are untapped due to the absence of a market that can create 
demand of this magnitude. on the other hand, india and sri Lanka are net importers of energy 
like many other developing countries, more than 25 per cent of whose primary energy needs 
are met through imports mainly in the form of crude oil and natural gas. 

the energy demand-supply sectors in the countries of bangladesh, india, Myanmar, sri Lanka, 
thailand, nepal and bhutan offer a potential for regional resource cooperation, which could 
go beyond export-import trade relations and link the region in a bay of bengal energy 
Community and thus contribute to the process of regional integration. the key to developing 
such a Community lies in identifying complementary conditions and combination of interrelated 
production characteristics among energy supply and demand sectors of these countries. 

toward this objective we should closely consider reform and restructuring of the energy sector 
in each of our nations in such a way that our bloc becomes more competitive and efficient. In 
recent years, south Asia has witnessed a growing imbalance between energy demand and its 
supply from indigenous sources resulting in increased import dependence. however, no south 
Asian country is going to be able to meet its energy needs entirely from within its own domestic 
resources. therefore, greater cooperation within the region could be one of the most effective 
ways to deal with this Regional Energy deficit and ensure Energy Security of the Region.

the national energy systems—gas and electricity networks—in the south Asian countries are 
largely isolated from each other. Currently only india, bhutan and nepal trade electricity. in 
addition india supplies some amount of power to bangladesh. demand for electricity in south 
Asia and particularly in bangladesh, bhutan, india and nepal is growing rapidly and it has been 
estimated that energy needs of this sub-region will increase three times in the next 15-20 
years. Although the sub-region has a huge hydroelectricity generation capacity, most of these 
countries are facing shortage of required energy.
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He went on to impress upon everyone that it is essential to create significant opportunities for 
cooperation and trade in the energy sector that should eventually create one of the world’s 
largest integrated energy market. He further added that it will be to India’s benefit that a 
well-defined integrated transmission line and adequate promotion of power trading be focused 
upon to ensure energy security of this region as well as enhance business opportunities in the 
power sector. 

he concluded by saying that it is in our mutual interest to usher in an era of energy independence 
and security in south Asia and beyond. For this, both producers and consumers should join 
hands to promote flexible and transparent global markets and promote infrastructure for Energy 
security and Connectivity. this will help not only our economies but also promote the well-
being of our people, he said.

From L to R: Dr Arvind Gupta, Director, VIF; Mr Dharmendra Pradhan, Hon’ble Minister of Petroleum 
and Natural Gas and Mr Rajesh Menon, Deputy Director General, CII at the Inaugural Session of the 

Conference on ‘Assessing India’s Connectivity with its Neighborhood’ on 3rd August 2018
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 Connectivity – Linking together by road and rail

this session took stock of the existing and contemplated roads connecting the bbin-biMsteC sub-
regions, particularly the current state of the sAArC Corridors 4 (Kathmandu-Mongla/Chittagong 
via Kakarbita-Panitanki) and 8 (thimpu-Mongla/Chittagong via Phuentsoling-Changrabandha), 
Asian highways 1 and2, the trilateral highway between india, Myanmar and thailand and the 
Kaladan Multi Modal transport Project linking sitwe 
in Myanmar to the state of Mizoram in india.

similarly, on rail transport the progress in connecting 
all the states of north east india was reviewed and 
particularly the prospect of extending the railway 
from silchar to imphal and beyond to Moreh. the 
feasibility of connecting Moreh to the Myanmar 
rail network at Kalay was assessed as well as 
the prospects of connecting southern Myanmar to 
thailand. the issue of different railway gauges was 
also addressed among several other subjects.

the discussion started off with Mr gaurav bhatiani, 
Chief Operating Officer, Infrastructure Leasing & 
Financial services Limited observing that road and 
railway connects cross border areas at its rudimentary 
level. in this evolving supply chain sector, it would 
help india build linkages with AseAn and south 
Asia for driving economic growth and development. 
development of border roads and railways is a step 
towards inter country connectivity such as Chenani-
nashri tunnel in Jammu and Kashmir Project near 
indian border. he also mentioned that structural 
issues and trade barriers hamper the growth and 
employment potential of south Asia. there are various 
monetary and non-monetary problems such as cost 
of acquisition, financial viability, strikes, safety and 
security, unplanned development of highway, tree 
cutting, unstable geology, sinking hills, no sewage 
provision, poor tractor movement, infrastructure 
facilities and poverty. he added that movement of 
goods and people are adversely affected due to lack 
of adequate road and railway connectivity in the 
region. the region offers 5-6 investment multiplier in 
the area of rails and roads with 200 billion investment 
market in roads and railways. 

Recommendations:

strengthening and harmonising •	
regulatory and governance 
frameworks across the region to 
reduce uncertainty in infra projects 
especially in cross border road 
development projects

synergy between the different •	
transport ministries through regular 
summits for the new infrastructure 
being planned. 

easing land acquisition and ensuring •	
time bound land acquisition process 
since land costs are now almost 
one-third of the project

systematic and continuous •	
introspection for the cause of 
delays and lessons herein for 
the next project. Local expertise 
engagement in road transport 
essential for better execution. 

Exhaustive cost benefit analysis and •	
deeper understanding of on-ground 
issues for the selection of projects

Constant upgradation of existing •	
road and railway projects

exploring alternative sources of •	
financing through capital markets, 
though government budgetary 
allocations expected to remain 
major source of finances
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As per Mr nagendra nath sinha, Managing director, national highways and infrastructure 
development Cooperation in the Asian highway link, Ah1 connects india and Pakistan and Ah2 
cuts through nepal and bangladesh. he further added that structural issues and trade barriers 
hamper the growth and employment potential of south Asia. there are various monetary 
and non-monetary problems such as cost of acquisition, financial viability, strikes, safety and 
security, unplanned development of highway, tree cutting, unstable geology, sinking hills, no 
sewage provision, poor tractor movement, infrastructure facilities and poverty.

h e shaida Mohammad Abdali, Ambassador extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Afghanistan said 
that in Central Asia, Afghanistan has completed Afghan national ring road connecting center 
with periphery and the periphery with Afghanistan’s neighbors and is also working on railway 
network including Chabahar.

According to Mr M K gupta, Member, engineering, railway board of india said even though 
india has the largest railway network, its spread is suboptimal. border area rail connectivity 
is often left out due to difference between the size of gauges in border areas and rest of the 
country. Also, interior and border areas are unable to attract private sector participation due 
to lack of lucrative incentive schemes and stringent security rules.

Mr rokebul haque, deputy high Commissioner, bangladesh high Commission spoke about adverse 
impact of bad connectivity on regional trade. in this protectionist trade environment, there is 
need to focus on sAArC trade and connectivity. People to people and government trust and 
confidence in one another plays a crucial role for enhancing regional trade. 

in his closing remarks, Amb Jayant dasgupta, Former Ambassador of india to wto, mentioned 
about the existing G2G model of financing through multilateral organisation such as Asian 
development bank and the world bank.

From L to R: Mr Gaurav Bhatiani, Chief Operating Officer, Infrastructure Leasing & Financial Services 
Limited; Mr Nagendra Nath Sinha, Managing Director, National Highways and Infrastructure Development 

Cooperation; Ambassador Jayant Dasgupta, Former Ambassador of India to WTO; Mr M K Gupta, 
Member, Engineering, Railway Board of India; H E Shaida Mohammad Abdali, Ambassador 

Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Afghanistan; and Mr Rokebul Haque, Deputy High Commissioner, 
Bangladesh High Commission at the Session on Road and Rail Connectivity.
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Key BIMSTEC Trade Routes
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 river and shipping Connectivity

the session explored the possibilities of restoring / reviving the river navigation system and 
development of the associated ports. As the percentage of indian trade carried by indian 
ships/ Indian flagged ships has come down from 42% in the 80s to less than 8% now. Erosion 
of official policy of imports on ‘Free on Board’ (FOB) basis, and exports on ‘Cost Insurance 
and Freight’ (CIF) basis over time has led to decline in share of Indian ships/ Indian flagged 
ships in india’s eXiM trade. 

hinterland connectivity though rivers have 
been a historical feature. Many a civilization 
has flourished along the shores and engaged 
in international trade through ports. in 
contemporary times, these water bodies 
continue as an economical, fuel-efficient and 
environment friendly medium for trade. this 
is best demonstrated by its usage in europe, 
China and the united states. the development 
of inland waterways, through neglected by many 
of the bay of bengal littorals, has gained priority 
in the infrastructure development strategy.

Mr d s shetty, Former secretary, government 
of india & Former director general- shipping, 
Ministry of shipping spoke about indian 
register of shipping as one of the 13 largest 
marine classification societies in the world and 
is the member of the international Association 
of Classification Societies (IACS). Even then, 
the country faced vessel categorization 
issue and had to undergo survey, safety and 
security before a committee. india also has 
105 navigable waterways which can be used 
for commodity trade, passenger and shipping 
trade. And can offer transportation of goods 
from shipping ports to cities. 

Mr Anil devli, Ceo, indian national shipowners 
Association national shipowners Association said 
that india needs a strong and robust national 
fleet which can be a strategic diplomatic tool 
for creating maritime connectivity. Policy 

Recommendations:

need for favourable customs and •	
immigration negotiations in the wto, 
wCo and iMo template 

implementation of iCt – business •	
process engineering, vts and vtMs in 
the shipping industry for the faster 
turnaround of ships, safety and security

Focused approach in building green and •	
normal hub ports for docking and harbor 
facilities

improving competitiveness of indian •	
tonnage through changes to duty on 
bunker fuel and tax on seafarers’ 
wages. 

Strenghtening of Right to first refusal & •	
Policy of Fob imports

establishment of national Maritime •	
Development Fund for financial 
assistance and increasing the footprint 
of Indian flagged ships

supporting liner services Lending •	
shipping assistance to neighbouring 
countries and aggregation of their cargo 
over india. 

iwt needs ancillary infrastructure, both •	
need to be planned side by side

Rigorous cost benefit analysis before the •	
final approval inland waterways
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initiatives such as strengthening of the right of First refusal, Fob imports and competitive 
funding will lead to an increased share of India’s EXIM and Coastal cargo on Indian flag vessels. 
this will be the fuel to kick start perennial cycle of growth of indian tonnage which can be 
deployed for achieving political and strategic goals as per national imperatives and create a 
stronger relationship with our neighbours and guide outcomes which benefit India.

Ms sreeradha datta, senior Fellow, viF spoke about rivers that have served as an effective 
waterway, carrying people and goods all over india through ages. rivers in india are often linked 
to culture and tourism with various shows and performance taking place on them. however, 
every river cannot be developed into inland waterway. rivers need to be trained, water height 
of less than 3 metres, old over bridges on rivers, maintenance, operational glitches, lack of high 
tech dredgers are the issues that needs to be considered before the selection and approval of 
river for inland waterway. inland waterways authority of india has the bleakest of record, old 
cargo system, old technology, low funds and investment in capital projects. with each river 
system being different a robust ship building industry has to ensure the specialized navigability. 
the existing india bangladesh inland waterways protocal is underutilsed, connecting rivers to 
ships in the oceans would help in the diversion of traffic on Petrapole-Benapole and many 
others. sagarmala pilot project would help to gain understanding and further development 
of the inland waterway network. Serious cost benefit analysis taking into considerations the 
prevailing conditions and existing wherewithal, expertise and shape of indian shipping industry  
is required to make the existing inland waterways routes effective and for future plans

Mr rajiv Agarwal, Ceo & Managing director, essar Ports Limited spoke about the regional growth 
7.5% and how development of commercial port hub in South Asia can be beneficial for the 
trade. he mentioned the underlying potential increase in trade from 28 billion dollars to 100 
billion dollars in the near future. 

the session was moderated by Amb Anil wadhwa, senior Fellow & Cluster Leader, viF

Left to Right: Mr D S Shetty, Former Secretary, Government of India & Former Director General- 
Shipping, Ministry of Shipping; Mr Anil Devli, CEO, Indian National Shipowners Association; 

Amb Anil Wadhwa, Senior Fellow & Cluster Leader, VIF; Ms Sreeradha Datta, Senior Fellow, VIF and 
Mr Rajiv Agarwal, CEO & Managing Director, Essar Ports Limited
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 towards greater regional energy security

Power shortage is endemic in many parts of south Asian region. erratic power supply has had 
a deleterious impact on industrial growth in south Asian economies. the power shortage is a 
stark contrast to the rich availability of energy resources in the region, especially renewables 
like hydropower and solar energy. broad based energy cooperation can be one of the key steps 
to deepen regional economic integration. 

Ms shebonti ray dadwal, senior Fellow, idsA mentioned about the right-mix of energy source 
along with 3 key power factors i.e. power generation, financing and investment and distribution 
structure could drive the nation’s economically.

Amb d P srivastava, senior Fellow & Cluster head, viF talked about the power sector that 
has entered into a new era with power trading taking place internationally. there is enormous 
scope for harnessing hydro-power potential of nepal and bhutan. nepal, despite having 83,000 
MW of hydro-power potential (43,000 MW identified as economically feasible), is a net energy 
importing country with existing capacity of 
less than 1,000 Mw. bhutan has done a better 
job of developing its hydro-power potential 
with indian assistance. Power exports to india 
contribute over 27 per cent of government 
revenue and 14 per cent of bhutan’s gdP. yet 
there is tremendous scope for growth. out of 
hydro-power potential of 30,000 Mw (23,760 
MW identified as economically feasible), 
only 1,615 Mw has been installed in the 
country to date. india’s demand for hydro-
power will increase as the country moves 
towards its target of 175 gw of renewable 
energy by 2022. solar and wind power are 
intermittent sources of energy, and hence 
require balancing power. Power sector cannot 
afford imported energy. hydro-power import 
from nepal and bhutan would be an ideal 
answer. to exploit the region’s hydro-power 
potential, grid connectivity between india 
and nepal and india and bhutan, should be 
strengthened. india can also meet energy 
demand of bangladesh either from its own 
resources, or power trade with nepal and 
bhutan. Currently, ntPC is exporting around 
120 Mw of power to bangladesh. tariff rates 
in bangladesh at around usd 8-9 cents 

Recommendations:

need for regulatory framework within the •	
region and conflict resolution mechanism 
through international energy Charter

emergency preparedness, safety •	
regulation, and sustainable development 
planning in energy security policies

better consensus and improved channels •	
of communication with the governments 
to avoid stalling of projects

step up investment in hydro-power •	
sector in nepal and bhutan. hydro-power 
will provide peak demand, as well as 
balancing power for india’s ambitious 
program to develop renewable energy.

strengthen grid connectivity between •	
india and nepal and india and bhutan.

Allow private sector to invest in •	
developing, and selling hydro-power 
from nepal and bhutan to bridge the 
resource gap in the public sector.
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per Kwhr are considerably higher than india. this creates considerable scope for export of 
electricity from india. China is developing uhv cable technology, which can transmit power 
across continents with minimum loss. According to a report in the Financial times of June 7, 
2018, Chinese companies have announced investments of $102bn in building or acquiring power 
transmission infrastructure across 83 projects in Latin America, Africa, europe and beyond in 
next five years. China already competes with India in Nepal and is eying entry into Bhutan. India 
needs to step up its efforts to fully harness hydro-power potential of nepal and bhutan.  

Mr sunjay sudhir, Joint secretary-iC, Ministry of Petroleum and natural gas, government of 
india acknowledged india’s plan of building gas pipeline in bangladesh in two years. he also 
mentioned that india is providing fuel through rail racks and high-speed diesel through trucks 
while building storage space in Myanmar. sri Lanka being the pro-environment sensitive country 
is in a Jv with Japan and india to build a Lng terminal.

Mr harish saran, executive director (Marketing), PtC india Ltd. spoke about the objective to 
provide availability of energy at all times, in sufficient quantities, and at affordable prices, 
without adverse impact on the environment. Focusing on sustainable development on long term 
basis. the south Asian region with an average per capita electricity consumption of approx. 560 
units, the region lags behind the global average of 3000 units. with limited domestic energy 
sources, most south Asian countries are also highly dependent on energy imports, particularly 
crude oil, from other regions. the mismatch between energy demand and resource endowments 
in individual countries builds a strong case for energy cooperation. energy security in south 
Asia has a number of challenges but also opportunities. the challenges can be overcome and 
opportunities explored only through regional cooperation

dr Arvind gupta, director, viF in his closing remarks talked about the biMsteC region which 
is highly dependent on non-renewable energy sources with a little focus on generating energy 
from renewable sources. Asymmetric approach based on resource-dependence would harm the 
environment and economic growth of the country. 

the session was moderated by Amb Kanwal sibal, Member, viF Advisory Council.

Left to Right: Ms Shebonti Ray Dadwal, Senior Fellow, IDSA; Dr Arvind Gupta, Director, VIF; Mr 
Sunjay Sudhir, JS-IC, Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, Government of India; Amb Kanwal Sibal, 

Member, VIF Advisory Council; Amb D P Srivastava, Senior Fellow & Cluster Head, VIF and  
Mr Harish Saran, Executive Director (Marketing), PTC India Ltd.
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Policy Advocacy on Government Policy

enhancement and harmonisation between private sector and government especially in cross •	
border road development projects

Exhaustive cost benefit analysis and deeper understanding of on-ground issues for the •	
selection of projects

detailed information on critical issues to be faced in land acquisition and time bound land •	
acquisition process

development and upgradation of new and existing road and railway projects•	

Favourable customs and immigration negotiations in the wto, wCo and iMo template•	

Policy Advocacy on Trade and Investments

increase in revenue from gst, fuel duty, employment of indians on foreign ships•	

implementation of iCt – business process engineering, vts and vtMs in the shipping industry •	
for the faster turnaround of ships, safety and security

Consideration of Right to first refusal•	

Establishment of National Maritime Development Fund for financial assistance and increasing •	
the footprint of Indian flagged ships

Lending shipping assistance to neighbouring countries•	

Rigorous cost benefit analysis before the final approval inland waterways•	

Policy Advocacy on Sustainable Development

the Public Private Partnership (PPP) model in energy sector capacity building nationally •	
and internationally

Focused approach in building green and normal hub ports for docking and harbor •	
facilities

economic viability, displacement and environmental impact in setting up energy projects •	
to be studied before the final approval of the project

Key Takeaways
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Setting up regulatory framework within the region and conflict resolution mechanism •	
through international energy Charter

Mobilizing and scaling up Financing for enabling transition to inclusive and sustainable •	
growth

 Focus Areas of Cooperation

Countries can collaborate on countless areas for shared benefits. Some of them can be the 
following:

Free Trade: There is no reason why there should not be free flow of goods 
and services between. though there are steps taken to sign a biMsteC Free 
Trade Agreement, it is still not a reality. There should equally be free flow 
of investments. Free trade and industrialization can help the LdCs and 
massively help the region to eradicate poverty, bring industrialization and 
create employment.

Agriculture & Water Security: over 70% of people living in the biMsteC 
sub-region depends on Agriculture and it is the single biggest concern 
for all member nations. Irrigation and flood control both play equally 
important role in agriculture productivity. Many biMsteC countries are 
connected by river belts thus share the same water. thus, cross-country 
water management will not only help control flood damage but also help 
provide better irrigation for agriculture. healthy commodity trade, joint 
food processing and research projects will contain food inflation. Share of 
modern agriculture techniques, seeds, plantations and joint projects will 
improve productivity.

Infrastructure: Free flow of people and goods needs modern railway, road 
and air connectivity. All member nations need revamp in infrastructure 
development which requires massive investments and public and private 
sector participation in building roads, housings, highways, ports, airports 
and many similar public projects. 

Energy – All BIMSTEC members are energy deficient. The bloc can work to 
enhance cooperation in the energy sector in developing a power exchange 
and setting up power grids, cross-country energy infrastructure project, 
and renewable sources.
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Transportation and Connectivity – Member countries can work towards 
greater air transport flexibility, short-sea shipping, trilateral highway linkages 
between india, Myanmar and thailand; and between bangladesh, Myanmar 
and thailand and many similar feasible road linkages. More importantly, 
railway connectivity can redesign the transportation in the region. it can 
make huge impact in their relations. there is one india-bangladesh train. 
Few more similar projects can really bring substantial economic changes.

seamless connectivity between the north east of india, Myanmar and 
thailand on one side and with bangladesh, bhutan and nepal on the other 
can yield an enormous amount of benefits. The other facet of connectivity 
is tourism, which is a powerful source of economic development.

Healthcare: Almost all member nations rank at the same level in all 
possible healthcare parameters like access to health, medication, health 
infrastructure, vaccination, mortality, hospitals, doctors, medical staff, 
medicines or ambulance services, quality of care, etc. All states need 
investments, more r&d and access to advance medical technologies, develop 
health sector infrastructure. 

Skill Development: india has developed good architecture for skill 
development in sectors like software services, engineering goods, gems & 
jewellery, garments, etc. bangladesh is recognized now with textile skills 
and exports. sri Lanka too is developing good shipping industry. biMsteC 
can spearhead skill development programs and help members learn from 
each other.

SME Development Initiatives: sMes in biMsteC are major employers. 
Proactive approach can be taken to address sMes challenges including access 
to cheap funds, skilled labour force, tax relaxation, necessary subsidies. 
biMsteC summits can create synergies. the synergies not only improve 
the competitiveness of small enterprises but also enable them to enhance 
their participation in global markets and to connect with gvCs and rvCs.
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–: Quotes :–

“energy is fast emerging as a tool of non-traditional connectivity and 
efforts are being made by the centre to foster this activity through 
bilateral cooperation in the oil and gas centre. india is working with 
bangladesh to set up a gas grid and to supply high speed diesel 
through pipelines. regional integration through connectivity across 
all modes - physical, utilities-based and digital among our countries 
in the immediate neighbourhood is one of the top priorities of our 
government. it is imperative that we, together as a group, address 
the weak links and overcome challenges”

Dharmendra Pradhan
Minister of Petroleum & natural gas and  

skill development & entrepreneurship 
government of india

“in Central Asia, Afghanistan has completed Afghan national ring 
road connecting center with periphery and the periphery with 
Afghanistan’s neighbors and is also working on railway network 
including Chabahar.”

Shaida Mohammad Abdali
Ambassador extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 

embassy of the islamic republic of Afghanistan

“there is need to focus on sAArC trade and connectivity. People 
to people and government trust and confidence in one another 
plays a crucial role for enhancing regional trade.”

Rokebul Haque
deputy high Commissioner 

high Commission for the People’s republic of bangladesh
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–: Quotes :–

“biMsteC region is highly dependent on non-renewable energy 
sources with a little focus on generating energy from renewable 
sources. Asymmetric approach based on resource-dependence would 
harm the environment and economic growth of the country.”

Arvind Gupta
director, vivekananda international Foundation (viF)

“india is providing fuel through rail racks and high-speed diesel 
through trucks while building storage space in Myanmar. sri Lanka 
being the pro-environment sensitive country is in a Jv with Japan 
and india to build a Lng terminal.”

Sunjay Sudhir
Joint secretary-iC, Ministry of Petroleum and natural gas 

government of india
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